Bowen Island Football Club
Visiting Team Guidelines – 2021

Hello Coaches and Manager of TBD
We have a game scheduled on Bowen Island this TBD... if you haven't been here before, we welcome
you to Bowen Island! For most Bowen residents ferry travel is a regular fact of life but for some of you
it may seem like an odyssey.... I hope you find the information below helpful. We have created a
useful link on our web site for visiting teams: bowenfc.com/bowen-island. Here are some details

you may find helpful:
1) 20 Minutes: Bowen is a 20-minute ferry trip from Horseshoe Bay via bcferries.com/currentconditions/HSB-BOW.
2) Ferry: You would be best to take the TBD to be at the field by around TBD.
3) 10 Minutes Early: Be sure to be at the ticket booth at least 10 minutes before sailing time - they
have a strict "ten minutes before scheduled sailing" ticket purchase cut-off time.
4) Kids Ride for Free: Kids ride for free if they are playing sports (cars and parents do not). They will
ask you to sign a form on a clipboard - you won't need any documentation. The fare to Bowen is
round-trip and collected on the Horseshoe Bay side.
5) Drive Car Onto Ferry: If you are driving on, go to the ticket booth on your far right (Lane 8) then
head down on your far left (Lane 1), then duck under to underground on the right (Lanes 65 to 69)...
But don't worry - there should be ferry workers there to help you out with all of that.
6) Walk Onto Ferry: You can also park your car in Horseshoe Bay and walk onto the ferry.
7) On Bowen Side: When you disembark, go straight up the main drag, pass the first main
intersection (Miller Road - past the General Store and the Pub) and go up the hill - the field (and
school) is on your right at the top of the hill. It is about a 10-minute walk or a two-minute drive.
8) Bench and Tent: We will provide you with a bench and tent for your team, so you won’t need to
worry about bringing these hefty items with you.
9) TBD Ferry Back – or Stay! You will probably take the TBD ferry back to "town". If you would like
to stick around and make a day of it, note that whereas the ferry usually leaves hourly, there is a longer
gap in the early afternoon. Here is a link to the Bowen Ferry Schedule for your reference, as well as
a link to our Tourism Bowen Island website which has all kinds of information including eating
establishments: tourismbowenisland.com.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

